Benefits of subthalamic stimulation for elderly parkinsonian patients aged 70 years or older.
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) is an accepted treatment for advanced Parkinson disease (PD). However, there is general reluctance in considering this therapy for PD patients over age 70 years with limited supporting evidence. Present study investigates age impacts in STN-DBS outcomes, focusing particularly on the elderly patients. Seventy-two consecutive patients were divided into younger and elderly (n=16, cutoff age=70years) groups. Both groups were comparable in preoperative clinical severity, except the elderly exhibited a levodopa (LD) response (P<0.05) inferior to that of the younger. Improvements in drug-off/DBS-on Unified PD Rating Scale (UPDRS) scores and reduction in daily LD-equivalent dose (LED) after 6 months were evaluated relative to the presurgical drug-off baseline. Preoperative factors predictive of favorable surgical outcomes were analyzed using a multivariate linear regression model. After DBS therapy, elderly patients exhibited clinical improvements particularly in the tremor (56%) and LD-induced dyskinesia (78%). Improvement of axial dysfunction (24%) and reduction of daily LED (24%) showed no intergroup difference. Adverse events, particularly dysarthria, occurred frequently in elderly group. The overall improvements in UPDRS scores were suboptimal in elderly group, correlating with their preoperative inferior LD responses. Elderly patients who presented predominantly with akinesia before surgery achieved superior surgical outcomes (adjusted R(2)=0.657, P<0.001). STN-DBS therapy is beneficial to some elderly PD patients aged 70 years or older. Tremor, axial dysfunctions and drug-induced dyskinesia are the main indications for the elderly; however, their clinical benefits are inferior to those of younger patients.